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Abstract: This paper presents different Data Retention Voltage (DRV) minimization techniques of six transistors
SRAM cell for its proper working in a continuous technology scaling environment and for low power
applications. The paper also explains the trade-off of all the techniques to better understand the applications
for which those techniques can be utilized.
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INTRODUCTION A 6T CMOS SRAM cell is the most popular SRAM

SRAM memory is massively used in VLSI systems; voltage operation. An SRAM cell must be designed such
it is because of its inherent speed. ITRS 2009 quoted that that it provides a non-destructive read operation and a
the density of SRAM can go beyond 5 billion transistors reliable write operation. These two requirements impose
/ cm , by 2015[1]. So to achieve this objective, the SRAM contradicting requirements on SRAM cell transistor2

cells are designed having transistors of near minimum sizing.
size, thus making it more vulnerable to process variations. Figure 1 shows the schematic of a mainstream six
Stability is of great concern and issue for SRAM cell transistors SRAM cell. It consists of six transistors. Four
design. This stability defines how the memory is affected transistors (M1-M4) comprise cross-coupled CMOS
by process variation and operating conditions. The inverters and two NMOS transistors M5 and M6 provide
objective is to operate the memory correctly even if noise read and write access to the cell. Upon the activation of
is present. The measurement of stability of SRAM cell in the word line, the access transistors connect the two
the presence of DC noise is done by Static Noise Margin. internal nodes of the cell to the true (BL) and the
SNM is the amount of voltage noise required to flip the complementary (BLB) bit lines. 
state of the cell. It can be obtained from the voltage For calculation of SNM, the method or approach used
transfer characteristic (VTC) of the two cross coupled is explained with the help of Figure 2. It consists of two
inverters of the SRAM cell. inverters connected back to back. The sources V  are the

There are three types of powers consumption noise sources connected to the input and output of the
associated with SRAM memories, these are the dynamic, two cross coupled inverters. The two inverters hold the
static and leakage power but the most concerned part is bi-stable state and their outputs nodes retain the voltage
the leakage power, therefore every power efficient memory level stored in the cell. As the noise voltages V  increases,
design must have reduction in leakage power as much the output nodes voltage changes, this depict the SNM
possible. So to achieve this reduction, the supply voltage i.e. the allowed voltage levels of noise and thus the ability
of SRAM memory is lowered to its standby voltage limit, of the inverters to hold the state in the presence of noise.
but the inherent problem of cell stability and variation in The SNM depends on V V  and cell ratio. So to
cell parameters due to the process variation, pull the improve the SNM performance of the SRAM cell, the cell
supply voltage limit greater than the measured Data ratio must be increased but increasing cell ratio means
Retention Voltage (DRV) of the cell. increasing  SRAM  cell  area.  Similarly the pull up ratio is

cell due to its superior robustness, low power and low-
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An approach to measure SNM is given a method

Fig. 1: Six-transistor (6T) SRAM cell

Fig. 2: Inverters with two noise sources with adverse
polarities

Fig. 3: N curve method to measure SNM

Fig. 4: N curve plot

important during write operation as its value determines
how robust write operation can be performed under worst
case conditions.

called N curve method in which Word line and bit line are
connected to supply voltage like a read operation,then
voltage sweep is applied and current supplied by source
is measured [1].

Figure 4 shows circuit and the corresponding plot to
measure the SNM in which the positive  peak  SINM
(static current noise margin) indicates the maximum
current injected to flip the state of nodes. The WINM
(write current noise margin) indicates the amount of
current needed to change the state of node when both bit
line charged to VDD.

The goal of this paper is to present approaches and
techniques to minimize the DRV, the parameters on which
DRV is majorly dependent and lastly the simulation
results to show the effects of DRV and SNM dependent
parameters.

Section II presents and lists the parameters on which
DRV is dependent. Sections III discusses review of DRV
minimization techniques. Lastly, conclusions made from
the paper.

Parameters on Which DRV is Dependent: DRV is
dependent on process and design parameters. Fluctuation
in temperature and process variation causes degradation
in SRAM cell performance and mismatch between two
cross coupled inverters has a strong impact on its DRV.
This mismatch could be global or local i.e. variation in Vth

and length of the transistors of the inverters may result in
substantial change in the DRV of the cell. The local
mismatches among transistors V  and L results inth

substantial increase in DRV whereas a global change in
the V  and L in the same direction, does not mismatch andth

hence, has a much weaker impact on DRV, the reason
being the relative change in the driving strength of the
inverter transistors whereas in global change their impacts
compensate each other and result in small change of DRV.

Other parameter is temperature fluctuation, its affects
has a weak influence on DRV as the change in transistor
properties of the inverter is uniform.

DRV Minimization Technique - Existing and Proposed:
The most common and popular way to improve DRV is to
improve SNM performance and traditionally it was
achieved by increasing cell ratio (i.e. the ratio of the driver
transistor’s W/L to the access transistor’s W/L) but this
technique cannot be applied as the SRAM cell is also
continuously scaling and it would result into increase in
cell area. Another technique is decreasing driveability
ratio this will lead to improvement in SNM performance
without cell area penalty [2].
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(a) Driveability ratio average read time i.e. increase in read operation time.

(b) Cell ratio. due to decrease in driveability ratio is more prominent

Fig. 5: WNM,SNM against cell parameters (a) driveability Besides this we should also take into account that
ratio, (b) Cell ratio. with this new SRAM cell design strategy that combines

The driveability ratio is defined as the ratio of the adjustment of cell ratio, there is a lower limit on the
current driveability of the access and load transistors. In driveability ratio and if it moves down beyond the lower
addition to this definition we assume that for the same limit, the importance of WNM over SNM would be lost
device size, the current driveability of each driver and will be strongly affected by process variation and
transistors is twice that of each load transistor. The temperature fluctuations. To cope with the lower limit
driveability ratio is derived for WNM as this WNM is problem of driveability ratio, “Write Assist” technology
actually the magnitude of difference in driveability can be used in which the ground voltage is increased
between PMOS load and NMOS access transistors in the during write operation and this is realized using a
SRAM. In other words, it is defined as the minimum peripheral circuit. By using the “Write Assist” technology
voltage on the bit line required for flipping the state of an the WNM performance will considerably improve. 
SRAM cell. The write margin value and variation is a As the technology scaling progresses, the need for
function of the cell design, SRAM array size and process DRV scaling with technology is a major concern.
variation. Write margin is directly proportional to the pull Nowadays ULV SRAM memories are manufactured that
up ratio. Write margin increases with the increases value targets ULP systems. But with voltage scaling, comes
of the pull up ratio. So the designing of SRAM cell severe reliability hazard of SRAM data preservation. So in
inverters has to be done carefully before calculating the order to meet the voltage scaling of CMOS technology
write margin of SRAM cell during write operation. Pull up and low power design requirements, the degradation of
ratio also fully depends on the size of the transistor. DRV must be carefully done. So the effective technique to

In CMOS process the NMOS current drive is around reduce the DRV with minimum secondary effects, such as
twice that of same width PMOS, this alone provides area, hardware cost and performance for ULV and ULP
sufficient DC noise margin for write operation but for designs, the sizing of SRAM is the solution. 
SNM it is unacceptable. So the WNM and SNM follow This can be easily understood from figure 6 that
opposite trends and larger the driveability ratio is, easier shows  DRV  variation  on its dependent parameters
it will flip the state of the two inverters during read/write and L [4].
operation which in turn gives better WNM but worse In Figure 6 parameter  represents (W/L) ratio of the
SNM and it is also evident from that the impact of transistor: the pull up PMOS ( ), pull down NMOS ( )
driveability ratio is stronger than the cell ratio on WNM and the access transistors ( ). The value of   and  L  is

[3]. There are two ways to adjust the driveability ratio.
First is dual threshold technology, where the access
transistors can have high threshold voltage whereas the
driver transistors have normal value of threshold voltage.
Another way is to improve the mobility of load and driver
transistor. Although driveability ratio improves SNM
performance but it degrades the SRAM read/write time
and due to this reason it is of major concern.

Decreasing the driveability ratio will degrade the

Similarly the write time also has behaviour but in the case
of relatively small change in the driveability ratio, the write
time is determined by both load and access transistors.
Even though, low value of driveability ratio has a much
stronger impacts on intrinsic write time than the read time,
the intrinsic write time is more than one order faster than
reading due to much smaller load capacitance during write
operation. So writing will not affect the overall system
performance. Thus, the SNM performance improvement

effect as compare to write time degradation. 

adjustment of driveability ratio and at the same time
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Fig. 6: DRV as a function of sizing parameters ßi and Li At circuit level, the effective method of minimizing

Fig. 7: Dual Voltage Scheme biased at a voltage of ~2V  for V  and nearly equal to

greeter  than  one  and  L .  It can be observed from Similarly at architectural level, the leakage reductionmin

figure 6 that DRV can be reduced only by increasing  or techniques include gating-off the supply voltage (V ) ofp

L , with L  having stronger influence on DRV, whereas L idle memory sections, or putting less frequently usedn n p

has smaller influence. It is also observed from figure 6 that sections into drowsy standby mode [3-4]. To achieve
the sizing of access transistors has a very small impact on optimal power-performance trade-offs, compiler-level
DRV because the two access transistors doesn’t cache activity analysis are employed to balance the
significantly affect the conducting path formed by the potential for saving leakage energy against the loss
strong pull down NMOS transistor and the weak pull up incurred in extra cache misses. To further exploit leakage
PMOS device. control in caches with large utilization ratio, the approach

In a non ULV performance optimized SRAM cell, the of drowsy caches allocates inactive cache lines to a low-
pull down NMOS devices are sized about 2x larger than power mode, where V  was lowered while preserving
the PMOS devices. These NMOS transistors are also with memory data. 
minimum L to minimize cell area is also highly sensitive to SRAM cell array can have different DRV and if the
process variation, which results in increase in DRV. There supply voltage V  of memory is less than its DRV then the
are certain techniques at circuit and architectural level that state of DRV can be indistinguishable and stored bit can
contribute to minimization of DRV by suppressing the deteriorate a preferred digital signal S  {0,1}[5].
leakage current in memories. A mathematical model in which the input to cell are

DRV can be reduced by reduction in the leakage supply voltage V  and input bit U  {0, 1}[5].
power. An approach called dual voltage scheme in which
two supply voltages is  used  for  SRAM  operation  [4]. The DRV model is discussed below
As shown in Fig. 7 one supply voltage is original voltage
used  during  read/write  operation  and    other    supply Y = U if DRV < V   = S if DRV >= V

Fig. 8: DRV model

voltage is reduced by one fifth of the original supply
voltage. This voltage is used when the SRAM is in idle
mode,  thus  suppressing the leakage current
considerably.

leakage power are to use lower supply voltage and
increase transistors threshold voltage (V ), both degradesth

the speed of memory read/write operations and due to this
reason it is not employed in performance critical memory
design[4]. Another method is dynamic control of
transistor gate-source and substrate-source bias to
enhance driving strength during read/write operation and
low leakage paths during standby periods. Another
technique is the negative word-line driving (NWD)
scheme. It uses low V  access transistors with negativeth

cut-off gate voltage and high V  cross-coupled inverterth

pair with boosted gate voltage to achieve both improved
access time and reduced standby leakage power. Last
technique is Dynamic Leakage cut-off (DLC) scheme, in
this the substrate voltages of non-selected SRAM cells
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Fig. 9: Stand by SRAM architecture for ECC comparison.

It means Y  {0, 1} if V  >= DRV otherwise DRV It gives relationship between DRV and static noiseS

failure will occur. If the DRV of each SRAM cell in cell margin (SNM). Here the statistical Blockade tool, which is
array are V  {10, 20, 30, 40, 50 and 100} mV then the designed to model the behavior on statistical tails,S

worst case DRV will be 100 mV. produces an accurate estimation for the tail of the DRV
Here standby SRAM architecture in which B  = (B , distribution.1 1

k

B ... B ) data vector to be stored. The standby SRAM2 k

architecture has ECC encoder and ECC decoder that are New Statistical Model Based SNM: Fig. 10 shows that the
used to decode input and encode stored output [5]. The change of SNM high with V  is almost linear before
error correcting code (encoder) convert B  to U  to store reaching the DRV point from the equation 1 1

k n

in n bit memory cell (n>=k). Let 0 = i = 2 -1 is the integerk

representation of B  , for any error control code the SNMh = k.V  + C1
k

voltage V  is chosen in such a fashion so the outageS

probability should be negligible. Where  k  is  extracted   from   dc-sweep   however

P (outage) = P ( I, such that  = i|B  = i) which  implies  that  DRV  does  not change with1
k

In the ECC SRAM architecture, the j  stored bit isth

stuck at S  if the DRV  >= V  and if not then U  is read outj  j S j

and the decoder read Y  and output it to B .1 1
n k

There are two fast and accurate methods to find the
lower limit of supply voltage scaling for stand by
SRAM/Cache leakage power reduction of SRAM cells [6].
This is mainly focused on the DRV which is minimum
supply power required by a cell to hold its state.

As we know that DRV is the lower bound of the
standby supply voltage that still preserves data in bit
cells.

Two statistical methods are proposed for DRV
distributions that allow us to estimate the array-wide DRV
for an SRAM array of arbitrary size [6].

Develop a new statistical model based on connection
between DRV and SNM.

Fig. 10: SNM High versus V with V mismatch in oneDD T

transistor

Obtain fast Monte-Carlo simulation and a GPD
(Generalized Pareto Distribution) model for

DD

DD

different mismatch value will change the offset value ‘c’

mismatch. So, we need to quantify the impact of variation
on SNM.

Monte-Carlo simulation with random independent VT

mismatch in all transistors indicates that both the SNM
high and SNM low are normally distributed [7].

The density of SRAM can go beyond 5 billion
transistors / cm  shows the plots of SNM high2

distribution of bit cell with varying V [7]. This methodDD

basically depends upon SNM distribution’s different
mean (µ) and their standard deviation. 

The probability distribution function (PDF) and
cumulative distribution function (CDF) of actual SNM is
approximated and from this we can get the final CDF for
DRV distribution as [7]:

(1)
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Fig. 11: The distribution of SNM High for a cell with
mismatch has similar s value across different VDD

values.

The inverse of the CDF of DRV distribution is given as:

(2)

From equation (2) we can get the fast estimate for the
worst case tail of DRV distribution.

We can write the procedure as:

Step 1: Find ‘k’ from a short dc-sweep of SNM vs. V .DD

Step 2: Find µ  and 0 0

Step 3: P (DRV = voltage x)
Step 4: Find the V  that is necessary to ensure thatDD

P (DRV= V ) =xDD

Statistical Blockade Tool and Statistical Tail Modeling:
The new statistical blockade (SB) tool improves upon
traditional Monte-Carlo for simulating rare events [8].

For reducing simulation time the Blockade tool
classifies the possible M-C sample prior to simulation and
selects only a subset of them that are appear on the tail
for simulation. After simulation the tool identifies the true
tail points and uses them to fit Generalized Pareto
Distribution [GPD] model to the tail [8]. The GPD model is
used for comparison. In fig. 11 the worst DRV for a fault
free memory is obtain by the new statistical model
“equation 2” and the GPD model generated by statistical
Blockade and compare them with M-C simulation. Here 
represents the size of memory.

Fig.  12  The  worst  DRV  of  various  memory sizes
(in  equivalent) from different approaches; our new
model (2) and the GPD model from the Statistical Blockade
tool  (lines   coincident  on  the  plot)  closely  track
Monte-Carlo simulation and match farther out the tail.

The new model gives more accurate result as compare
to traditional M-C simulation and it replaces the
computationally costly M-C runs with a single small scale
M-C simulation. For DRV   tail  estimation  new  model  is

Fig. 12:

about 10 times faster than the S.B tool. The new model
has less than 2% error and a large speed up (greater than
10  * speedup over M-C for 1 GB memory) and both model4

show a very close agreement with each other at the tail
even beyond 7  (6  is more accurate and 8  is close
agreement that’s why we choose 7  for very close
agreement).

CONCLUSION

This paper provides the brief background of SRAM.
Review of the existing literature on SRAM has also been
provided. DRV is also explained through its dependent
parameters such as process variation and temperature
fluctuation to understand parameters variations with
technology scaling.

This paper also presents different DRV minimization
techniques. The techniques at circuit level are
conventional approach. Other techniques that we can
exploit for future SRAM design are at architectural level,
use of error correction scheme and lastly a statistical
blockade tool instead of using traditional Monte-Carlo
simulation.
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